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SHARK BITE
NEWSLETTER 2018

V
Visit us at www.henleysharks.com.au for more info or check us out on

ROUND 14 @ SHARK PARK
HENLEY SHARKS V ROSTREVOR OC
035’s: TONIGHT @ 6PM – @ HOME V KOOKABURRA’S
U18 BOYS: TOMORROW @ 3.00PM – @ HOME V SACRED HEART OC
This week Dylan Fry plays his 100th senior game for the Sharks. A Henley junior and part of the famous Fry
clan who are a part of Henley history.

DATES FOR THE DIARY
Rd 14: Saturday 28th July
Sharks Family Fun Day
Rd 16: Saturday 11th August
Ladies ‘PINK’ Day – Fundraiser for the
Oncology Unit at the Western
Community Hospital
Cocktail Night

Presentation Night
TBA
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2018 CLUB SPONSORS
The Lockleys Hotel – Henley Heroes – Western Sports Ortho & GP Practice –
Geddes Kitchens – CMI Toyota West Terrace – Nelson Teamwear – Paul
Eadon Home Loans – Clipsal by Schneider Electric – Gas Works Findon –
Symons & Clark – Henley Foodland – Ous Property – Gobles – Total Tools –
Cole Motors Crash Repairs – Hip Pocket Workwear & Safety – Jordan
Plumbing – DGC Joinery – Andrew Black – Paul Caica – Ramsgate Hotel –
Epic Storage – Horsman Plumbing – Gibson Wines – Dosaqua – Fulham
Funerals – Captain Chicken – Leading Edge – All Equipment Hire – Westside
Bathroom Specialist – Minnow on Seaview Florist – Senturion Steel Supplies –
Xpresso Mobile Café – Opportunity Shop Henley – Thai Orchard – Fry’s Meat
Store – Ferrari Menswear Suit Hire – Dulwich Bakery –
Rob McKenzie Real Estate

LOCKLEYS HOTEL
Present your Henley Membership card, Henley Heroes card or Henley Junior Membership
card to receive 20% off your meal purchase from
st
1 April 2018 – 30th September 2018 on Monday – Thursday nights.
**There is a maximum of 3 membership cards per party and the discount is for the
member’s meal only**

Thirsty Camel Bottle Shop @ The Lockleys Hotel
When a member makes a purchase at the Thirsty Camel Drive Thru, it can be added to
the Henley Sharks Thirsty Camel Card.
Please let staff know that you want your purchase to count towards the Henley Sharks
account.
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PLAYER SPONSORS OF 2018
The Henley Football Club would like to thank the following individuals and businesses who
have already agreed to sponsor one or more Sharks players in Season 2018. Your
assistance is vital and greatly appreciated by the players. If there is anyone who would
like to become involved as a player sponsor the Henley Football Club will recognise your
support and promote your business with the following:
•
•
•
•

A coloured photo of your player to display in your business
Regular social media exposure in various forms.
Inclusion in the SharkBite Newsletter
An invite to the Sponsors Day

Adam CANNON
Mainair
Andrew MARTIN
South Coast Bottle And Can
Ben LODGE

Teresa Davoren

Brad GEDDES
Leading Edge Physical
Therapy
Brandyn GALLETTI
Nova Vita Wines (Mark
Kozned)
Brett DOBSON
The Chiropractic Works
Brett EBERT
Ebert Health & Fitness
Members
Brodie KITTO
Gary J Smith Real Estate
(Craig Smith)
Cain SMITH
Chris SCHWARZ

Amy Keaney
James Salisbury

Cody HICKS
Keyinvest Lending Services
(Trevor Hicks)
Corey GRAY

George Charalabidis
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Damian ROWLEY

Paul Caica

Damien CARDONE
Pierson Mobile Coldrooms Andrew Pierson
Dylan FRY

Teresa Davoren

Harris JESSEN
Rob Mckenzie Real Estate
Harrison MARTIN
Neil Martin General Builders
Harvey ETTRIDGE
Western Tiles - Dav Ettridge
Jack CALABRO
Calabro Transport Pty Ltd.
Jack CHAMBERS
Ramsgate Hotel
Jack ENRIGHT

Rod Hill

Jake FITZBERALD
Wildcat Diesel
Jackson SMITH
Thompson Landscaping
Jake HYLAND

Lacepede Seafood

James LEAN
JSR Plumbing And
Maintenance
Jamie GROSSER

Off Centre Of Knowledge

Jeremy JOHNCOCK

Paul Caica

Joel HARVEY-FRIEL

Sascha Kitto

Joel METCALFE
Josh ETTRIDGE
Western Tiles - Dav Ettridge

Kym Metcalfe
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Josh JAMES
James General Building
Josh Obst

J Obst Electrical

Josh PIERSON
Pierson Electrical
Kane Fry
Revolution Roofing
Wayne Weidemann
Kevin RAISON

Teresa Davoren

Kyle DALIDOWICZ
Henley Heroes
Kyle NICOL

Dave Nicol

Lee STAPLE
Sagles Constructions
Luke GRAY
Bacchus Bar

Luke ILLMAN
Niche Kitchens (Nick Meiers)

Matt HAWKINS
Brian Munro Signs
Michael GAUTESON
Mitch GOLDNER

Michael Hicks
Rod Hill

Ned HEATH
Bacchus Bar

Peter ELFENBEIN

Adam Keenan

Ryan Fry
Janette McAskill
Resource Recovery
Sam DAVOREN

Adam Keenan
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Sam FERGUSON
FSK Engineering Australia Pty
Ltd
Scott BERRY
Symons And Clark Transport
Scott NEWMAN

Amy Keaney

Sean O'DWYER

Paul Hosie

Shayne HOOGMOED
C.H. Robinson
Thomas ELFENBEIN

Adam Keenan

Tom BINGHAM
Adelaide Concrete Bench
Tops
Tom REICHSTEIN
R&W Reichstein Agencies
Tom THUNIG
Travis LANE
The Cumberland Hotel,
Glanville

Teresa Davoren
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LEADING EDGE PHYSICAL THERAPY
What are AC joint injuries?
The acromioclavicular (AC) joint is the space between the collarbone and the shoulder blade
and can be pinpointed right on top of the shoulder. The three key structures that give it stability
are the coracoclavicular (CC) ligament, the AC ligament, and the joint capsule. Injury to the AC
joint occurs when a player falls on their shoulder either with the arm outstretched or pinned to
their side.
As shown below there are 6 gradings of injury depending on how severe the knock was and the
number of structures that get damaged.
●

In type I injuries there is pain when you
poke the top of the shoulder and when
the arm is moved

●

In type II injuries there is a palpable gap
in the joint and can leave a visible
“step” in the joint

●

In type III and V there is a large visible
gap in the joint

●

In type IV injuries the collarbone moves
backwards

●

In type VI injuries the collarbone moves downwards

How common are they?
Type I, II, and III injuries are reasonably common in football but type IV, V, and VI are quite rare.
What can you do when you get one?
It is managed fairly similarly to a rolled ankle or ligament injury. Initially ice is applied to the painful
region and may require a sling for 2-3 days for type I injuries, or up to 6 weeks for severe type II or III
injuries. Type IV, V, and VI injuries will need surgery as will type III injuries that fail to recover
conservatively.
When pain permits start with gentle isometric/static exercises and gradually progress to throughrange and overhead exercises. Bear in mind the longer the time off the more thorough the rehab
needs to be including strengthening of the rotator cuff and shoulder blade muscles.
Return to sport is safe when there is no pain to touch or with overhead movement and the player
can tolerate contact with bumping and tackling. You will most likely return to play with some
strapping to support the injured AC joint.
If you have suffered an AC joint injury, please speak to club physiotherapist Nicholas Brown at
trainings so that you may be assessed and an appropriate treatment plan can be arranged.
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TRAINING
A’S

B’S

C’S

U18 BOYS

Tuesday
&
Thursday
@ HFC

Tuesday
&
Thursday
@ HFC

Tuesday
&
Thursday
@ HFC

Wednesday
&
Friday
@ HFC

6PM

6PM

6PM

6PM

PLAYER FEES/SPONSOR INFORMATION
With high costs to facilitate each player in each and every match, the club needs to be
strict on player match day fees. To play senior footy at HFC in 2018, payments in full must
be made each match or if arranged, paid within the following 2 weeks.
No pay no play if you have not paid your match payments.
If you are interested in sponsoring a player, please see Michael Broadbent for payment
and benefit information.

LOST PROPERTY
Please email newsletter@henleysharks.com.au if you have any missing items.

KITCHEN & BAR
The Bar is open from 5.30pm on Friday and Saturday nights
&
Meals are available at the club on Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights.

CLUB ROOM HIRE
If you are interested in hiring our clubrooms for your next function, feel free to contact
Michael Broadbent on brogs77@gmail.com or 0413 002 902.

NEWSLETTER CONTRIBUTIONS
If you wish to add something to our newsletter such as photos, upcoming events,
important information, please email to newsletter@henleysharks.com.au
by THURSDAY MORNINGS.
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SOCIAL MEDIA
LIKE US on Facebook and FOLLOW US on Instagram to keep up to date with all the latest
at the Club! Don’t forget to hashtag your photos related to the club with #henleysharks to
have them appear on the website and to get them out there!

Visit the Sharks Website|Facebook|Instagram|Team App
Photo Galleries
Club History
Upcoming Events
Player of The Week
Latest News
Sponsors
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HENLEY HEROES

Dear Members,
This Saturday [28th] V’s R.O.C. @ Home.

Upcoming :
Henley Heroes Day : Saturday 11th August, $4 Red & Yellow cans @ the “Reef” bar,
A grade siren to siren. $3 discount from the “BBQ” boys! Just show membership card.

MVP Medal will be held on Sunday 23rd September 11:30 – 14:30, BBQ lunch and
drinks all inclusive for Members!
Attendance Draw at Half time, another bottle of “Scotch” to be won! Draw approx.
3:30.
100 Squares this week, 2 prizes, $50 voucher to THAI ORCHID or ½ Dozen Wine! $5
Financial Membership currently stands at ……………. 227
Payment - 2 options, in person – South Henley Newsagency
online – BSB 805-013 Acc.# 01315491 Ref:- Name or #
Lockleys Hotel is still offering HH members 20% discount on meals Monday –
Thursday until 27th Sept, please support the Lockleys a major Club Sponsor.
Cheers,
Trevor Sampson
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PLAYER PROFILE

Dylan Fry
Nickname/s: Fryzie, Frisbee, Tighsy
Married/single: Absolutely single
Partners name: NA
Kids? Names/ages: Unsure?
Height: 179 cm
Weight: No one wants to know that
Occupation/Employer: SACA
Favourite Food: Pizza
Pets/Name: NA
Career highlights: Winning the flag
Achievements: Under 16 Premiership
Hobbies: Don’t have any
Most annoying teammate: Harley Egel
Hardest working team mate/s: Michael Gauteson
Biggest influence on career: Probably my Dad and
Grandpa
Favourite moment in sport: Winning back to back A1
cricket flags
Sponsored by: Only the best lady at the club Teresa
Daveron
Do you have a hidden talent: Don’t think I have one if I
do it is still hidden
Best advice given by mentor/coach: “if you don’t want

to

be here you may as well be playing tidleewinks in the sandpit” - Rod Hill
Three people you’d like to share a meal with: Lebron james, Tom Brady, Shane Crawford
Three things you would like to have on a deserted island: Lisa ann, My phone and Jars
What are you enjoying about football at the Sharks in 2018? : Playing with all my mates and being able to
play with my brothers for the first time.
This week Dylan Fry plays his 100th senior game for the Sharks. A Henley junior and part of the famous Fry
clan that has been a part of Henley history since Muhammad played goal keeper for Saudi Arabia, Dylan
spent 2017 in the country but has returned in season 2018. While his brother Kane feels Dylan is the least
talented of the Fry brothers currently wearing the Sharks guernsey, the third being Ryan, there is no doubt
Dylan is a football talent who can be an important part of the senior Squad for years to come.
Frisbee is always one of the first to volunteer to help around the club and denies rumours he is saving himself
for the right woman. Congratulations Dylan and let’s hope you get to add to your highlights in 2018.
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A GRADE MATCH REPORT
JARRAD PARKER
ROUND 13 V GOODWOOD SAINTS
HENLEY: 9.6-60
GOODWOOD SAINTS: 11.18-84

Historically we have had some great battles at Goodwood oval but unfortunately more
often than not we haven't been able to get the win. Contrary to the scoreboard the
'contest' this week was no different.
We went into the game with a plan to overcome the heavily defensive set up of
Goodwood and in the first quarter we executed this perfectly. Our wings of Tom Elfenbein,
Ben Lodge and Kyle Nicol were holding their width and we were getting the ball to them
in space enabling us to move the ball forward. Down back Damien Cardone and Brad
Geddes were controlling the ball and picking off targets that allowed us to move the ball
freely and hit Jeremy Johncock and Brett Ebert on the lead to get the first two goals of
the game. Unfortunately a couple of lapses of concentration at defensive 50 stoppages
saw Goodwood get some opportunities at goal, but we still went in to quarter time with a
slight lead.
The second quarter saw Goodwood get on top in the middle and get the first few centre
clearances, our defence were holding up well but we gave up an early goal when a skill
error allowed Goodwood to get over the back of us and run into an open goal. We
worked the ball forward and got the quick reply through Jamie Grosser but skill errors
became the story of the quarter and the remainder of the game. Goodwood kicked 3
goals for the quarter which were a direct result of us turning the ball over. While 4 of their
behinds were us rushing the ball through, we just couldn't get the ball cleanly out of our
defensive 50 and were under siege because of it. Structurally we were being dictated to
by Goodwood and because of our errors did not have the confidence to hold our
position.
Although skill and decision errors were hurting us the pleasing thing to see was the boys
were still willing to take the game on, and when we did get it right we found the
Goodwood defence wanting, but unfortunately this was few and far between. Effort from
our players certainly wasn't lacking and this was displayed by the collision of Brad Geddes
and Tom Thunig who collided after only having eyes for the football. The Skipper Michael
Gautesen was also willing himself to every contest. In a good sign for the club, Kyle Nicol
played his first A grade game for the year and did not look a bit out of place. He played
his role on the wing exactly as was requested and through him, Travis Lane and Jack
Enright we were able to get the ball deep forward to Jeremy Johncock who kicked two
goals in quick succession to keep us right in contention.
The last quarter saw us maintain the effort, there were flashes of brilliance as Jamie
Grosser bounced down the wing and kicked long to Brett Ebert for an early goal.
However, for all our efforts we were getting hurt defensively as we continued to turn the
ball over. We got another late goal as Ross Pederson marked in the goal square and
handed the ball off to James Lean and had some other opportunities which unfortunately
missed their mark. As I said to the players after the game I could not question their effort,
but unfortunately our skills were just not up to standard and especially on a small
congested oval like Goodwood that will hurt you.
Goal Kickers: B. Ebert 3, J. Johncock 3, J. Lean 2, J. Grosser
Best Players: M. Gautesen, B. Geddes, K. Nicol, T. Thunig, T. Lane
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C GRADE MATCH REPORT
CHRIS BROWN
ROUND 13 v GOODWOOD SAINTS
HENLEY: 7.5-47
GOODWOOD SAINTS: 10.8-68

The C’s away clash against Goodwood was always going to be a danger game. It was
talked about long and hard in the leadup to the clash but talking about something and
doing something about it are certainly two different things. Goodwood at home are
always a 3 to 5 goal better team and Round 13 was no different.
The two teams lined up with almost the same players as the previous clash when Henley
won by 6 goals. Goodwood are playing at least two recent A grade and SAAFL team of
the year players who must be choosing to play C grade but we felt that if we played
disciplined and relentless football we all might get the rare opportunity to sing the club
song in the Goodwood change rooms. Not a common enough occurrence in recent
times.
The first quarter was all Goodwood. They burst out of the blocks and by the end of the
quarter had kicked 5 goals to 0.
Henley regrouped and the second quarter was a much better effort. We played our
game and were clearly on top. Half time saw Goodwood leading 6 goals to 5 but we had
wrestled back momentum and were confident we could continue.
The third quarters for Henley C’s have gone from being our best quarters at the start of the
season to our worst and unfortunately this game was no different. We kicked only 1 point
while allowing Goodwood to pull away with 2.4. The score at three quarter time was 5.3 to
8.7. Twenty two points was not insurmountable but was always going to be difficult
against Goodwood at home. We won the quarter by a point but ultimately lost 10.8 to 7.5
I’ve heard many people say this was a good loss to have etc and while I don’t disagree
the Henley C’s pride themselves on consistency of effort and taking nothing for granted.
Had all of that occurred and we were still beaten by a better team then it would have
hurt less. However there is no doubt we will learn from this game and be stronger for the
loss.
Highlights include the return to Henley of Adam Cannon who has struggled with injury but
got through the game unscathed as well as some of the ‘one on one’ contests in the goal
square by Matt Pierson who showed what an old head can do when challenged. Will
Haskard’s ruck work in the 2nd quarter and the continuing good form of Harley Egel were
also important.
Best Players were hard to select given no-one really strung together four quarters but
included Nick Thunig, Alex Newman, Matt Pierson, Tom Bingham, Harley Egel, Gary Ashton
and Brad Carey.
Goal Scorers: Matt Pierson 3, Brad Carey 2, Adam Cannon 1, Shayne Hoogmoed 1.
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A GRADE

U18 BOYS

B GRADE

C GRADE

U18 GIRLS
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V
ROUND 14
A GRADE
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V
ROUND 14
B GRADE
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V
ROUND 14
C GRADE

